PRODUCT BROCHURE

OPTIV LINE
THE MULTITALENTED, MULTISENSOR MEASURING MACHINE

INTRODUCTION

DRIVING PRODUCTIVITY
WITH FLEXIBILITY
In the ever-evolving modern world, manufacturers face the challenges of growing
demand for greater quality alongside increasingly complex parts. This means
that one of the most crucial productivity enhancers is flexibility. A measuring
system that can adapt its routines, increase inspection capabilities and be easily
upgraded can make all the difference in terms of maximising throughput and
saving time.
It’s in these fundamentals of adaptability that Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence’s range of multisensor coordinate measuring machines (CMMs)
operate in a league of their own:
• Flexibility. By combining a variety of tactile and non-contact sensor
technologies in a single machine, the multisensor CMM can adapt to a range of
complex measuring tasks, enabling the completion of measuring processes in
one cycle and reducing the need for multiple machines in the inspection area.
• Upgradability. These machines are designed for scalability, allowing users
to adapt and add to hardware and software with ease according to their
changing needs.
All CMMs throughout the range are made of robust granite for maximum
performance in the harshest conditions. Whether users are looking for an entrylevel machine or a system capable of executing quick and accurate complex
routines, the answer to flexible measuring needs can be found in this range of
multipurpose CMMs.
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MAXIMISED MODULARITY
FOR GREATER CUSTOMISATION
A crucial enabler of flexibility is the ability to customise tools. The platform offers unparalleled customisability with its
modular system, making the machine completely scalable to meet users’ needs today and in the future, from expanding
application capabilities to branching into new markets.
The system’s modularity consists of four customisable areas: sensors, controller, PC and measurement software.
From inspecting delicate, sensitive materials through to freeform surfaces, the flexibility offered by combining contact and
non-contact sensors means the multisensor range is perfect for inspecting both small and large parts that have varying
needs according to their geometry, material, and accuracy requirements.
The range is made up of three foundational platforms, with varying degrees of measurement uncertainty and levels of flexibility.
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Standard
Option
X axis and Y axis with precision air bearing guides, Z axis with mechanical linear guides.
For Optiv Performance 664 Dual Z only.
For Dual Z model only.
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PLATFORM

OPTIV CLASSIC
THE COST-EFFECTIVE,
ENTRY-LEVEL SOLUTION FOR MULTISENSOR MEASUREMENT
With its robust mechanical design, this ISO 10360

3D measurements. The Optiv Classic carries the largest XY

standard‑compliant machine is particularly suitable for

strokes of the range to drive inspection performance on

quality assurance in the production area. The Optiv Classic

both large flat parts or large numbers of palletised parts.

comes equipped with a high resolution digital CMOS camera
and a motorised CNC zoom as standard and enables
automated dimensional measurements with optimum
flexibility and efficiency. Some models are multisensor
capable, supporting touch-trigger probes and comprehensive
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OPTIV PERFORMANCE
THE PERFECT OPTION
FOR AUTOMATION INTEGRATION
Ranging from bench-top models to larger configurations with
two independent vertical axes (Optiv Dual Z), the Performance
model is a versatile machine with full multisensor capability,
making it an excellent choice for measuring small to larger
workpieces. With optimised access from all sides and offering
high throughput, the machine enables series production
measurements on large numbers of workpieces.

OPTIV REFERENCE
THE OPTIMUM SOLUTION
FOR COMPLEX, HIGH-PRECISION
3D PART MEASUREMENTS
Optiv Reference is the range’s premium, most accurate
multisensor offering, with air bearings on all axes and
measuring accuracies in the sub-micron range. The machine
can be equipped with the revolutionary Optiv Dual Z design,
which reduces setup and inspection times by mounting
tactile and optical sensors on two independent vertical axes.

THE RIGHT SENSOR
AT THE RIGHT TIME
The multisensor CMM is primed to tackle a range of measuring routines with varying degrees of
complexity, making it the optimum choice for numerous applications. Depending on their inspection
needs, users might benefit from a combination of the following sensors.

VISION SENSOR
Enabling fast, automated point capture, non-contact vision sensors are perfect for tight tolerance
measurements of very small and sensitive parts. The vision sensor offers powerful image processing
with automatic feature detection, precision video autofocus, powerful image and element filters,
contour scanning mode and best fit routines.
Depending on the measurement task, two low distortion optics are available. The motorised CNC zoom
optics ensure maximum flexibility in optical measurements through continuous variation of resolution
and field of view. Optiv Dual Camera electronically switches between two modes of magnification
without compromising precision: Detail Mode, for high measuring accuracy, and Overview Mode, for
simple navigation and fast measurement.
Offering increased visibility, the state-of-the-art variable illumination includes LED back light, coaxial
LED top light and multi-segment LED ring light.

CHROMATIC WHITE LIGHT SENSOR (CWS)
Achieving scanning rates of up to 500 points per second, CWS is excellent for digitising transparent
materials including thickness measurement, capturing the topology of microstructures, and measuring
highly reflective objects such as mirrors. It is ideal for integrated circuits, medical implants, and
microlens applications.

TACTILE SENSORS
All types of Optiv CMMs can be fitted with contact sensors, which enable measuring point acquisition on
workpiece surfaces in any spatial direction. Throughput is increased by measuring features on the side
or underside of the workpiece in the same clamping position used to capture the top of the part with the
vision sensor.
Taking discrete points on a part, the touch-trigger probe is optimal for measuring 3D elements like
spheres, cones or cylinders and the evaluation of three-dimensional position deviations. The analogue
scanning probe provides measuring methods such as single point probing and continuous high-speed
scanning of both known and unknown surfaces. With a wide range of styli lengths available, the versatile
scanning probe features high measuring point densities and is perfect for fast and very precise form
and contour inspection – with or without CAD-support.
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OPTIV DUAL Z
Key technology for economical multisensor measurements
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PC-DMIS
SOFTWARE WITH A VISION
The multitalented PC-DMIS is installed as standard on Optiv multisensor CMMs from Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence.
With optimised workflows across the full range of measurement operations, including program development,
part measurement, results analysis and report generation, PC-DMIS removes complexity from naturally complex
measurement tasks.
A highly user-friendly tool, PC-DMIS offers a variety of features ideal for multisensor measuring, helping users maximise the
CMM’s potential.

ENHANCING PRODUCTIVITY IN A VIRTUAL CMM ENVIRONMENT
Machine time is a valuable commodity. PC-DMIS offers offline licences that allow the CMM to be used primarily for measuring
parts and not for measurement routine creation. An offline licence allows users to develop, test and debug inspection
routines away from the CMM using CAD models, including simulated program execution with 3D simulated collision checks
and sensor path optimisations.

CAD-BASED MEASUREMENT
PC-DMIS seamlessly translates any kind of model into measurement routines – from simple 2D drawings to the most
complex solid 3D models. Powerful CAD-based tools help develop the inspection routines, slashing the creation time by up
to 90%.
PC-DMIS’ Quick Feature functionality enables the user to quickly create Auto Features from a single click on the CAD model,
no menu options and no dialogue boxes required. Users can create multiple features of the same type at the same time
in both the Live View and in the CAD View. PC-DMIS automatically applies the initial feature parameters from the default
parameters defined in the Measurement Strategy Editor. Feature-Sensor Mapping enables enhanced Quick Feature control
for multisensor measurement routines, providing a single interface to quickly associate Quick Features, sensors and
measurement strategies.
Extraction of information from the CAD model eliminates errors of data interpretation and input. Reliability is increased with
Product Manufacturing Information (PMI) automatically translating embedded GD&T information into measurement routines,
while real-time part to CAD and GD&T analysis allows for quick conformity statements.

FLEXIBILITY AND SCALABILITY
The modular design enables the software to be easily customised to meet the varying requirements of a diverse customer
base. Advanced users can increase performance and adaptability to complex measuring tasks by utilising the full range of
sophisticated capabilities.

EXTEND YOUR
CMM CAPABILITY
Manufacturers’ varying production requirements influence
their productivity drivers. For example, while some
manufacturers might need the inspection process to be
optimised for maximum speed of output, others require a
higher level of accuracy. To help manufacturers target their
primary productivity driver, the CMM can be configured with
additional technologies, hardware and software to drive
throughput, flexibility, and precision.
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PRODUCTIVITY DRIVERS

THROUGHPUT
• Speed up the inspection process. Rotary tables and stacked rotary tables (Optiv Dual Rotary)
simplify accessibility to all measuring positions via workpiece rotation, avoiding multiple setups and
fixturing of the part. The number of probe changes is reduced since complex geometries become
easily accessible with only a few simple styli configurations.
• Cut rework cycle times. Free for PC-DMIS users, the INSPECT interface allows users to run complex
inspections without having to launch PC-DMIS and offers real-time graphical reporting to monitor
potential manufacturing defects for quick resolution. It also allows operators to run predefined part
programs quickly and with minimal training.
• Control production process in real time. By helping automate the analysis of measurement results,
Q-DAS Statistics software makes quality data fully actionable throughout the production process.
• Improve processes. HxGN SMART Quality drives reliable, actionable insights to increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of manufacturing processes by combining quality data into a single
web-based information automation platform.

PRECISION
• Reduce measurement uncertainty. Optiv Dual Rotary enables referencing of measurements
between features from different rotational positions without realignment of the workpiece.
• Increase accuracy. Geometric errors in axis positioning throughout the whole measuring volume are
compensated. Optiv multisensor CMMs conform to ISO 10360, the international standard for CMM
accuracy testing and performance verification.
• Ensure precise measurements and data integrity. The temperature compensation system adjusts
the effects of ambient temperature. Integrated tools could include measuring the part’s temperature
at different points during the cycle and compensating for any calculated change, or creating a
temperature reference scale bar for the material of the part to be measured. The PULSE monitoring
system helps ensure data integrity by notifying users of environmental events including vibration,
humidity, air pressure and a range of other events that could affect the CMM.

FLEXIBILITY
• Reach more complex geometries. With Optiv Dual Rotary function, two CNC rotary tables are
combined to enable two-axis rotations, optimising the measuring volume of the machine.
• Enhance visibility and capture of parts. Optiv Dual Camera offers high accuracy measurements
with two fields of view and resolutions via fixed focal length optics incorporating two magnification
stages. Many camera types are available depending on the optics deployed, including CMOS chip,
and monochrome or colour.
• Expand inspection capabilities. Optiv Dual Z function assigns optical and tactile sensors to two
independent vertical axes so that the sensors reach more measuring positions within the entire
measuring volume and with minimised risk of collision. By making optimal use of the measuring
volume, Optiv Dual Z extends the application range of the CMM for the most complex 3D parts and
additionally enables the use of motorised indexing probe heads.
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BRINGING VERSATILITY
TO A RANGE
OF INDUSTRIES
The multisensor CMM is ideal for a range of applications, particularly where
high speed measurement with quick direct feedback of results is required.
It is also perfect for parts that are too small or sensitive to be scanned
with a tactile probe. Here are four application examples that demonstrate
the flexibility of this range of CMMs.

PRECISION
ENGINEERING COMPONENTS
Small parts and narrow tolerances require fast measuring

range of available sensors enables the capture of the entire

point acquisition and high measuring point density. A

3D geometry of complex workpieces and scanning in one

fast, non‑contact vision sensor enables users to achieve

setup and measurement cycle, reducing inspection times

image sharpness and richness of part detail with its high

and increasing throughput.

magnifications and optical resolutions in the sub-micron
range. Optical measurement on automated loop increases
efficiency and throughput. The multisensor machine’s full

14
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FREEFORM SURFACES
A combination of tactile and non‑contact sensors can
provide the most accurate and efficient measurements of
freeform surfaces. A tactile scanner, such as an HP‑S‑X1,
achieves a high measuring point density for statements on
the geometrical accuracy of the workpiece, while a chromatic
white light sensor (CWS) is optimal for the capture of
freeform surfaces and measurement of the finest structures
of the part.
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ROTATIONALLY SYMMETRICAL PARTS
The optional CNC rotary table allows for optimal accessibility
and single‑cycle measurement of various features distributed
around the part. PC-DMIS maintains the original alignment
of the workpiece, allowing referencing between features
from different rotational positions without realignment of the
workpiece. By reducing the required measuring traversing
range, the CMM enables shorter inspection times with
increased throughput.

APPLICATIONS

PLASTIC INJECTION MOULDED PARTS
Intricate part features might not be accessible to a tactile
sensor, and inspection requires adaptive illumination to
enhance the contrast of the features. The MultiCapture
function ensures short measuring times by simultaneously
measuring densely arranged features within the camera’s
field of view. SensiLight helps the user choose the right
lighting setting, and adaptive illumination calibration ensures
that a comparable brightness is achieved at every zoom level.

EXPERT LOCAL SUPPORT
AROUND THE WORLD
With a global network of solution centres and consultation engineers,
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence’s metrology experts are on hand to help
manufacturers around the world achieve their quality goals. Local facilities
are equipped to provide product demonstrations, live part programming and
extensive training. From installation and start-up to ongoing support throughout
the life of the CMM, Hexagon is there every step of the way.

PRODUCTION FACILITY
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DEMONSTRATION CENTRE

SERVICE AND SUPPORT

START-UP SUPPORT
Ensure trouble-free operations at installation and beyond with expert application
engineers ready to provide staff training, support for initial part measurement
programs and advice going forward.

TRAINING
Good knowledge of CMM operation and maintenance can have a major impact
on productivity. Ranging from introductory level to advanced, Hexagon’s training
courses give users the skills to optimise their CMM use and maximise uptime.
Hexagon offers a wide range of training for beginners and experienced operators,
either in a dedicated training centre or at a customer facility.

MAINTENANCE PLANS
Preventative maintenance and scheduled services keep hardware in optimal
condition. Different maintenance plans are available. They can cover service parts,
labour and transportation when repairs are needed. The service can also include
a dedicated customer representative, access to Hexagon’s technical support, and
remote assistance where applicable.

CALIBRATION SERVICES
Maximise return on investment by keeping the system precise throughout its
life. Hexagon support engineers have the experience, the specialist tools, and
the accreditation to current global standards to properly calibrate and recertify
CMM systems.

APPLICATIONS SUPPORT
Hexagon’s expert metrology application engineers can write part inspection
programs for customers during installation and beyond. This service is ideal for
first-time CMM users, new program launch support or for experienced operators
who are dealing with new or complex geometries.

SITE ANALYSIS
Workshop and laboratory conditions are not always ideal for capturing accurate
measurement data. If this is the case, Hexagon engineers are available for site
consultations, determining what actions can be taken to improve results and
helping to select the most appropriate solution for the environment.
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Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence helps industrial
manufacturers develop the disruptive technologies of today
and the life-changing products of tomorrow. As a leading
metrology and manufacturing solution specialist, our
expertise in sensing, thinking and acting – the collection,
analysis and active use of measurement data – gives our
customers the confidence to increase production speed and
accelerate productivity while enhancing product quality.

COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES
3D LASER SCANNING
SENSORS
PORTABLE MEASURING ARMS
SERVICES
LASER TRACKERS & STATIONS

Through a network of local service centres, production
facilities and commercial operations across five continents,
we are shaping smart change in manufacturing to build
a world where quality drives productivity. For more
information, visit HexagonMI.com.

MULTISENSOR & OPTICAL SYSTEMS
WHITE LIGHT SCANNERS
METROLOGY SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
CAD / CAM

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence is part of Hexagon
(Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B; hexagon.com), a leading
global provider of information technologies that drive
quality and productivity across geospatial and industrial
enterprise applications.

STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL
AUTOMATED APPLICATIONS
MICROMETERS, CALIPERS AND GAUGES
DESIGN AND COSTING SOFTWARE
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